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1. The purpose of the Urban Design Strategy

• 	 Identify the urban design objectives that can deliver on the
Fishermans Bend Vision 2016
• 	 Recommend design and planning mechanisms needed to realise the
Vision
• 	 The focus is on land use, density and built form as other key urban
design considerations (including transport and open space) have
been established by others and inform this report.
• 	 Focus on targets: 80,000 residents and 40,000 dwellings by 2050
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four times the average
density needed to meet
the population target of
80,000 people.

Altogether the approved and current applications
could accommodate in the order of 35,000 people.
This is significant as it accounts for over 40% of the
residential population target of 80,000 people while
the overwhelming majority (86% of the developable
area) of Fishermans Bend sites have not yet been
subject to development applications.

2. The need for a new strategy

A. Significant densities within Montague (north) and Lorimer
Fishermans Bend current trends
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Current trends are 1,300
(Montague North) and 950
(Lorimer) residents/ha.

and Montague. This infrastructure is expensive to
fund. Increasing the number of residents far above
the preferred population level is also likely to result in
an increased funding deficit.

2. The need for a new strategy

If the nominated residential population target is
to be realised, and population distribution is to be
aligned with infrastructure provision, then significant
modifications in development patterns are required to
reflect this preferred and sustainable level of growth.

Approvals
Applications
Figure 10: Current development trends in Montague which is
predominantly residential development (Source: 3D Visualisation
Studio, DAUD, DELWP, November 2016)
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Figure 10: Current development trends in Montague which is
predominantly residential development (Source: 3D Visualisation
Studio, DAUD, DELWP, November 2016)

Trends: 1,300 people/ha

Figure 11: Indicative build-out of Lorimer precinct according to current built form controls would deliver a
population in the order of 29,000 people with a population density of 1,150 per hectare.

Trends: 950 people/ha; Current controls 1,150 people/ha
Urban Design Strategy | Fishermans Bend | Hodyl + Co
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2. The need for a new strategy
B. Current development controls don’t deliver the vision

Building
separation 20metres

Building
setbacks 10m

All development now determined by built form envelopes with focus
on podium + tower buildings
Resultant built
form envelope
Mandatory max height
40 storeys

Street wall height 20m
Street
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Street

2. The need for a new strategy
B. Current development controls don’t deliver the vision
Leading to: repetitive tower forms, monotonous city skyline

Building
separation 20metres

Building
setbacks 10m

lack of housing diversity, underdevelopment of some sites
Resultant built
form envelope
Mandatory max height
40 storeys / 18 storeys

Street wall height 20m
Street
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Street

2. The need for a new strategy
C. Misalignment with revised
transport proposal
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Proposed public transport strategy
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Figure 19: Current mandatory maximum heights and former public transport proposal (above) and proposed public transport strategy
(below) illustrating the misalignment between the current height controls and future proposals for public transport provision.

3. Method for preparing strategy
Integrating qualitative and quantitative approaches
• 	 Establish urban design objectives (drawn from agreed Vision)
• 	 Focus on delivering population targets by 2050
• 	 Calculation of total Gross Floor Area (GFA) that will align with
delivery of the population targets
• 	 Distribution of overall population targets/GFA into and within each
precinct based on vision and public transport strategy
• 	 Iterative testing of GFA distribution in 3d model (overall precincts
and individual sites) to consider: overall scale and character of
development, overshadowing impacts, amenity (public and private) setbacks, building separation - and development equity
Fishermans Bend Urban Design Strategy

transport planning

d

Integrating land uses with transport provision is a
central tenet of good urban planning. This enables
people to move easily and sustainably between
their homes, work and other key destinations,
such as shops, schools and open space. Locating
the highest intensity of uses with the highest
provision of public transport services is key to
achieving this aim.

resilient communities

Good urban design supports the creation of
attractive, safe and welcoming public spaces that
have a distinct and memorable character. A clear
city image is created at a range of scale - from
the city skyline to the details of buildings, streets
and parks. The streets and open spaces should
be pleasurable places to be, walk and linger.
They support a vibrant public life and reflect a
neighbourhood’s unique history.

Cities are centres of economic, cultural and
social activity with the greatest access to jobs,
services and cultural facilities. It is important
that people from all walks of life are able to live
close to amenities and within good access to their
jobs. To achieve this Fishermans Bend needs
to be an inclusive place, accessible to everyone.
The provision of affordable housing is critical
to achieving this aim. Community cohesion is
equally important and can enhance a community’s
resilience and promote a sense of belonging and
5. Inclusive,
cohesive and
tolerance.

4. Urban Design Objectives

ectives
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• 	 Six overarching urban design objectives
1. Integrated land use and
transport planning

3. Distinct, characterful
places

Integrating land uses with transport provision is a
central
of good urban
planning. This enables
2.tenet
Liveable,
mixed-use
people to move easily and sustainably between
neighbourhoods
their homes, work and other key destinations,
such as shops, schools and open space. Locating
Mixed-use precincts are the foundation of a
the highest intensity of uses with the highest
sustainable city. They create walkable places by
provision of public transport services is key to
locating jobs, homes, shops, cafes and community
achieving this aim.
services in close proximity to each other. They
provide access to everyday needs and create
active, social places that people choose to spend
time in.

Good urban design supports the creation of
attractive, safe and welcoming public spaces that
4. Housing we need and
have a distinct and memorable character. A clear
want
city image is created at a range of scale - from
the city skyline to the details of buildings, streets
Most of the housing in Fishermans Bend will
and parks. The streets and open spaces should
be delivered by the private housing market.
be pleasurable places to be, walk and linger.
Clear policy guidance is required to deliver on
They support a vibrant public life and reflect a
the housing aspirations outlined in the vision,
neighbourhood’s unique history.
including the delivery of affordable, diverse and
family-friendly housing. Development controls
are needed that influence the market towards
these aims, while ensuring that development is
financially feasible so that new housing can be
delivered.

Cities are centres of economic, cultural and
social activity with the greatest access to jobs,
6. Environmentally
services and cultural facilities. It is important
sustainable development
that people from all walks of life are able to live
close to amenities and within good access to their
jobs. To achieve this Fishermans Bend needs
The urban form of Fishermans Bend should
to be an inclusive place, accessible to everyone.
support the broader sustainability objectives for
The provision of affordable housing is critical
the area, including responsible water, energy
to achieving this aim. Community cohesion is
and waste management as well as enhancing
equally important and can enhance a community’s
biodiversity. The built form controls need to
resilience and promote a sense of belonging and
support the delivery of sustainable buildings by
tolerance.
promoting good solar and daylight access and
cross-ventilation.

want

sustainable development

Most of the housing in Fishermans Bend will
be delivered by the private housing market.
Clear policy guidance is required to deliver on
the housing aspirations outlined in the vision,

The urban form of Fishermans Bend should
support the broader sustainability objectives for
the area, including responsible water, energy

resilient communities

• 	 Five scenarios were considered to deliver on these objectives with
the preferred scenario incorporating the introduction of density
controls (Floor Area Ratio) paired with a Floor Area Uplift to
incentivise public benefit and discretionary height limits
• 	 Discussion
& analysis which
led to 26 detailed recommendations
2. Liveable, mixed-use
4. Housing we need and
6. Environmentally
neighbourhoods

Mixed-use precincts are the foundation of a
sustainable city. They create walkable places by
Fishermans
Bend Urban Design Strategy
locating jobs, homes, shops, cafes and community
services in close proximity to each other. They
provide access to everyday needs and create

5. Key recommendations
Density provisions
• 	 Introduction of a Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
• 	 Utilisation of FAR controls to deliver new streets and parks
• 	 Introduction of a Floor Area Uplift (FAU) to deliver affordable housing
and community infrastructure

Land use provisions
• 	 Establishment of core and non-core activity areas focused on
transport provision
• 	 Varied FARs for core and non-core activity areas
• 	 Introduction of a minimum FAR for commercial
Fishermans Bend Urban Design Strategy

5. Key recommendations
Built form provisions
• 	 Revision of current overshadowing controls
• 	 Revised extent of mandatory 4 storey height limit along south
• 	 Revised discretionary height limits across FBend
• 	 Revised setback and building separation controls
• 	 Introduction of a site coverage control for parts of FBend
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•
•

Introduction of new through block links
Transport infrastructure reservations (if clearly
defined)
• Greater diversity of housing, including a range of
housing typologies
• Retention of heritage buildings
• • 	
Delivery
of designated
open space
Density
controls
do not drive built

6. The importance of density controls and built from
controls working together
form but do influence it

6 x 180m2 townhouses = 1080m2

FAR 1:1
12 x 70m2 apartments
(840m2) + 240m2 of
lobbies, corridors,
Site area: 1080m

2

One storey warehouse
floor area = 1080m2

Figure 13: Example of varied application of a 1:1 FAR on a site
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services etc = 1080m2

6. The importance of density controls and built from
controls working together
Scenario 1: Base FAR

Scenario 2: Base FAR

Scenario 3: FAU

Figure 46: Wirraway core case study: Degree of design flexibility within defined built form envelope (shown dashed). Scenarios 1, 2 and 3
have the same base FAR of 4.1:1 and same built form controls demonstrating alternate outcomes for a site in Wirraway Core
Built form controls (all scenarios):
- Streetwall maximum of 23 metres
- Setback of 5 metres above 23m street wall from all boundaries
- Height limit of 12 storeys (immediate north of Plummer Street)
Scenario 3 demonstrates increased yield being delivered through a FAU, still within the same potential built form envelope.

Scenario 1: Base FAR

Scenario 2: Base FAR

Scenario 3: FAU

FigureBuilt
46: Wirraway
core case study:
Degree ofby
design
within defined built form envelope (shown dashed). Scenarios 1, 2 and 3
form envelope
as defined
builtflexibility
form controls
have the same base FAR of 4.1:1 and same built form controls demonstrating alternate outcomes for a site in Wirraway Core

Private open space (no minimum required in Wirraway Core, approximately 25% has been possible in these scenarios)

Built form controls (all scenarios):
Floormaximum
area possible
through Maximum Floor Area
- Streetwall
of 23 metres
- Setback
of 5 metres
above 23m street
wall from 1.9:1
all boundaries
Minimum
commercial
requirement
- Height limit of 12 storeys (immediate north of Plummer Street)

Ratio 4.1:1

Floor area delivered through a FAU - scenario 3 only (a FAU of 1.0:1 has been illustrated)

Scenario 3 demonstrates increased yield being delivered through a FAU, still within the same potential built form envelope.
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Built form envelope as defined by built form controls
Private open space (no minimum required in Wirraway Core, approximately 25% has been possible in these scenarios)

Table 12: Base FAR with designated open space provisions

7. Delivering new streets and parks through density
controls
1
5,000
1760
16,500
3.3
4 - 10 storeys
Scenario

2

Site area
(m2)

Public open
space (m2)

Private open space
(m2)

New
Street
(m2)

Development
yield GFA
(m2)

FAR

Building height
(storeys)

5,000

1410

570

360

16,500

3.3

3 - 12 storeys

Scenario 1: No requirement for new public park

Scenario 2: New public park and street designated on site
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Figure 39: Scenario 1 (left) if no park or street is required in the Framework Plan; Scenario 2 (right) with a modified built form to
deliver designated open space and street as required by the Framework Plan (no FAU is applied). It will be important that the built form
controls are set
to create
building
envelope
controls that enable this level of flexibility.
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8. Precinct overviews - Montague
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Figure 49: Illustrative model of how Montague may look by 2050 when 75% of MontagueOisNexpected
to have developed according to the
M
proposed development controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scale of development in Montague only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor Area Uplift.
Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)
Development within core activity area
Figure 49: Illustrative model of how Montague may look by 2050 when 75% of Montague is expected to have developed according to the
Development within non-core activity area
proposed development controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
Proposed
locationsin(showing
those
visible
from
overall
scale ofpark
development
Montague
only.that
The are
above
image
doesthis
notview)
illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor
Area
Uplift.
Extent of retained buildings (not yet redeveloped by 2050)
Heritage buildings
Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)
Development within core activity area

8. Precinct overviews - Sandridge
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Figure 49: Illustrative model of how Montague may look by 2050 when 75% of Montague is expected to have developed according to the
proposed development controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scale of development in Montague only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor Area Uplift.
Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)

Development
within
area may look by 2050 when 75% of Sandridge is expected to have developed according to the
Figure 50: Illustrative
model
ofcore
howactivity
Sandridge
proposed development
It is notactivity
possible
Developmentcontrols.
within non-core
areato know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scaleProposed
of development
in Sandridge
The
image
does
not
illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
park locations
(showingonly.
those
thatabove
are visible
from
this
view)
a Floor Area Uplift.
Extent of retained buildings (not yet redeveloped by 2050)
Heritage buildings

Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)
Development within core activity area

8. Precinct overviews - Wirraway
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Figure 49: Illustrative model of how Montague may look by 2050 when 75% of Montague is expected to have developed according to the
proposed development controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scale of development in Montague only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor Area Uplift.
Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)
Development within core activity area
Development within non-core activity area
Proposed park locations (showing those that are visible from this view)
Extent
retained buildings
(not
yet Wirraway
redeveloped
by 2050)
Figure
51:ofIllustrative
model of
how
may
look by 2050 when 75% of Wirraway is expected to have developed according to the
proposed
development
controls.
It
is
not
possible
to
know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
Heritage buildings
overall scale of development in Wirraway only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor Area Uplift.

8. Precinct overviews - Lorimer
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Figure 49: Illustrative model of how Montague may look by 2050 when 75% of Montague is expected to have developed according to the
proposed development controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scale of development in Montague only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via
a Floor Area Uplift.
Existing approvals (assessed and approved against previous height and setback controls)
Development within core activity area
Development within non-core activity area
Proposed park locations (showing those that are visible from this view)
Extent
retained buildings
(not
yetLorimer
redeveloped
2050)
Figure
52:ofIllustrative
model of
how
maybylook
by 2050 when 75% of Lorimer is expected to have developed according to the
proposed
development
Heritage
buildings controls. It is not possible to know the sequencing of development and the image has been prepared to depict the
overall scale of development in Lorimer only. The above image does not illustrate the impact of additional yield that may be approved via a
Floor Area Uplift.

